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From the Digital Archive to the Resource
Enriched Via Semantic Web: Process
of Editing a Cultural Heritage

3.1. Influencing the intelligibility of a heritage document
For years now, digital technology has been a major support for most
content, particularly heritage material. With time, the digital document
undergoes two major problems that alter its use: gaps of technological
obsolescence and intelligibility [BAC 10a, p. 22]. The latter epitomizes the
effect of the time that has gone by on the cultural legibility of archived
content. Decontextualized, the archive loses its role as a receptacle for
memory; it must therefore be interpreted to recover its intelligibility.
Fortified by the assessment of a sensitivity of the digital heritage
document to the issue of the preservation of meaning, the question that stirs
this research is oriented towards the possibilities for preserving the
intelligibility of a digital document with heritage character. Joining the field
of information science and communication, this research advances the
hypothesis of the possibility to preserve the archive’s intelligibility by means
of management of the archive’s content in a specific context: an architext.
Particular to the digital environment, content management is a “process
consisting in the enlistment of resources to include them in a new
publication” [BAC 07b, p. 21]. Parallel to its limited historical meaning, the
term has recently taken on a wider meaning, henceforth designating “all the
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dynamics that produce the digital space” [VIT 16, p. 1]. Facing increasing
adoption [VAL 15], the notion is taken here in its historical sense
considering the operational role of the notion in this research.
Experiments are done on the content management process, considered in
this light, in a specific context: an architext, created ex nihilo. Originating
from the Greek arkhè, origin and commandment, the architext designates
“the tools that allow for the existence of the ‘écrit à l’écran’ and that, not
content with representing the text’s structure, orders its execution and
realization” [SOU 03, p. 23]. The exploratory framework of the content
management process applied to the archive therefore resides in an architext
co-created in the context of the CIFRE convention. The architext takes the
form of a technological device [BAC 07a] intended to lend heritage value to
the private individual’s archive. The author joins a research process exuding
editorial and ergonomic recommendations aimed at the architext, also
becoming the object of a study with respect to its impact on the archive.
Within itself and experimentally, the planned content management process
enlists the “data web”, taken as a network of linked, open information
[GAN 11] able to be repatriated at the heart of a third technological device.
3.2. Mobilizing differential semantics
Differential semantics, text interpretation methodology, is mobilized here
according to the premise of this approach’s compatibility with other cultural
objects: “the issue of interpretation goes beyond texts and can spread to
other cultural objects, like images” [RAS 09, p. VI]. This research also joins
the program of cultural sciences developed around the linguist cited
[RAS 02].
Concerning the document’s intelligibility, we are drawing on the notion
of “understanding” [RAS 01, p. 12]: “understanding […] is an interpretation:
it consists in stipulating […] (i) what semantic traits are updated in a text,
(ii) what the relationships are that structure them, and (iii) what indicators
and/or prescriptions allow these traits to be updated and these relationships
to be established, which are so many elementary paths for interpretive
processes”. Here, we are seeking to grasp the document’s intelligibility
through a constructed interpretive approach.
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Our hypothesis is to draw on a specific interpretive approach towards the
archive in order to discern the semantic traits particular to the memorial
register: so many memory indicators pertinent during the interpretation of
the heritage document. The combination of semantic elements provides part
of the answer to the question, “What effects of meaning relative to the
memorial register emerge during document consultation?”
The approach is available in three consecutive phases: the semiotic
analysis of a corpus of documents by means of an interpretive methodology
constructed using differential semantics [RAS 09], the aggregation of the
memory indicators obtained using a method of document validation and,
finally, the implementation of the chosen content management approach at
the heart of an architext in order to verify the hypothesis of a possible
reconstruction of the archive’s intelligibility.
In the first experimental phase of this research, the created corpus is
examined using a semiotic analysis methodology: here, the goal is to
question the image to extract the memory indicators from it. The query of
updated semantic traits – “stabilized moments in interpretive processes”
[RAS 09, p. VI] – thus operates at three levels (micro-, meso- and macrosemantics) that must be compared in the scope of an interpretive process. We
understand this as the result of cognitive operations allowing meaning to be
assigned to a linguistic sequence.
Strengthened by this theoretical baggage, the objective of this
experimental phase is to realize an interpretive process on the archive and to
aggregate the memory indicators that emerge from the document.
3.3. Applying an interpretive process to the archive
The archive, as a research object, joins a corpus, created from
several audiovisual heritage collections, which include the Cinémathèque
de Bretagne, the Établissement de communication et de production
audiovisuelle de la Défense (ECPAD), the Forum des images or the Institut
national de l’audiovisuel (INA).
Among these collections are excerpts of the same kind of semiotic
objects: films belonging to the register of “private cinema” [ALL 94] that
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the author also considers “ordinary esthetics” [ALL 02]. In differential
semantics, the genre is defined by “(i) the cohesion of a body of criteria, as
much at the level of the signified as that of the signifier, and by (ii) its
repercussion on the textuality, on those two levels as well” [RAS 99, p. 89].
The interpretive process is encouraged by the homogeneity of the corpus
concerning the question of the semiotic object’s genre, a point also defined
by the author: “the well thought-out characterization of genres remains a
prerequisite for the constitution of corpuses that are fully utilizable for tasks
of linguistic description. Whatever the chosen criteria, little can be extracted
from a heterogeneous corpus, for the specificities of the genres cancel one
another out, and the remaining contrasts cannot be interpreted to characterize
the texts” [RAS 99, p. 92].
Concerning the actual corpus, from the four audiovisual collections is
created the “archive”: “all of the documents accessible for a task of
description or an application” [RAS 11, p. 36], from which a reference
corpus – a film from the collection – and different study corpuses – all the
films from a single corpus realized by a single moviemaker-videographer.
Initiating the validation process for the archive created in this research, a
document extracted from the reference corpus is here examined from the
beginning to the end of the publishing process: Fête de Jeanne d’Arc, 4ème
centenaire du collège d’Ancenis (1946–1947). The archive is made up of
182 shots in total, of varying lengths, for a total duration of 13′16″.
According to the metadata linked to the document, obtained from the
Cinémathèque de Bretagne, the movie was filmed in 1946–1947 by Eugène
Dupont, a resident of Nantes, France. It is part of a series of nine movies
filmed between 1935 and 1949 by this hobby moviemaker.
In the scope of the interpretive process, we captured shot no. 48
(3′04″ – 3′13″) as an excerpt to examine at the micro-semantic level. The
shot-by-shot analysis performed mentions a wide exterior shot where a
woman can be observed walking along with a young girl in a white dress
(Figure 3.1). The hypothesis raised is that we are dealing with a religious
custom and, in fact, the recording of an out-of-the-ordinary event. Several
questions arise: are we dealing with a woman and her daughter? A
godmother and her goddaughter? Are we on the Dupont family’s property?
Finally, for what occasion is the young girl dressed in white?
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Figure 3.1. Frame from shot no. 48
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during the
t first segm
ment, it wouuld seem thaat the house featured theen is not
their prooperty; they are probablyy guests.

Figure 3.2
2. Frame from shot no. 47

Figure 3.3
3. Frame from shot no. 49
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Finally, what the other film segments (macro-semantic level) bring to the
process of interpreting the chosen segment is substantial: the moviemaker’s
close family appears in the preceding section; the young girl in a dress is
also potentially a member of the Dupont family. The metadata indicate the
“communion” event following a brief visit to the banks of the Sèvre. The
segments just before the three segments studied containing a river, we can
state that it is definitely the filming of a young girl during her first
communion, one of the seven sacraments of the Catholic Church. The young
girl’s specific clothing – a communicant’s outfit – is in fact consistent with
the particular status of this day for her: she is taking communion for the first
time at church. Contrary to the confirmation where the godfather and
godmother have a role to play, the first communion does not necessarily
require their presence. In fact, it is more likely the mother and the child and
not her godmother in the segment examined.
As an assessment of the memory indicators identified during the
interpretive process, different elements relative to the diegesis can be
brought up: each person appearing in the first or second shot in the extracts,
the architectural elements appearing in the background (they allow an
understanding of the geographic framework of the extract), as well as the
significant material elements that may be the object of a date approximation
(car, clothing). Furthermore, certain details provide additional indications,
like attention to the camera and movements (the image shakes at the
beginning or end of the shot) that punctuate the three extracts. Finally, the
joint between shots no. 48 and 49 presents two other figures from the family
film [ODI 79]: a discontinuous temporality (it is unknown how much time
went by between the two frames) and a lack of spatial differentiation: we go
from a rural garden to a building’s courtyard. Those identified elements are
the results of the interpretive process of the film Fête de Jeanne d’Arc, 4ème
centenaire du collège d’Ancenis focused on the corresponding passage in
shot no. 48.
3.4. Assessment of the semiotic study
The case study in question allows us to draw preliminary conclusions visà-vis the project of a semiology of memory indicators associated with the
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archive. Two groups of memory indicators emerge from the interpretive
process: the contextual indicators and the cinematographic indicators.
Non-exhaustive, these categories favor an increase in generality,
necessary in the scope of the editorial construction that follows. The
contextual indicators gather the perceptive saliences corresponding to the
context elements: the people show up onscreen, the places and the moment
where the action takes place, as well as the different props embodying as
many parts of the answer to the question of context. On the other hand,
another group of perceptive saliences emerge from the interpretive process:
the cinematographic indicators.
In his Essais sur la signification du cinema, Christian Metz defended the
hypothesis [MET 68, pp. 67–68] that “understanding and the integration of
the entire message of a film implied the mastery on the spectator’s part of at
least five large categories of systems […]: 1. visual and auditive perception
[…]; 2. the recognition, identification, and enumeration of the visual or
sound objects that appear onscreen […]; 3. all the ‘symbolisms’ and
connotations of various orders that are attached to the objects […]; 4. all the
large narrative structures [...]; 5. all the strictly cinematographic systems,
that is, those particular to individual films and shared by all films, which
organize the various elements provided to the spectator by the four preceding
instances into a special kind of discourse” [MET 71, pp. 23–24]. It is this
fifth category in particular that interests him, at the heart of which he places
the codes – as significant configurations [AUM 83, p. 139] – specific to
cinema, which he sets against non-specific codes. The exclusively
cinematographic codes are connected to the movement of the image; the
codes of camera movement and the codes of dynamic connections are
rediscovered. At the heart of the film object, these codes are articulated with
numerous non-specific codes such as the codes of visual analogy or the
codes of photography, for example. Metz’ systematic undertaking
concerning the existence of codes that line cinematographic language has not
been completed; it makes its popularization more difficult: “if it is not
possible to give a precise list of the specifically cinematographic codes
because their study is again insufficiently detailed, this attempt becomes
absurd for the non-specific codes, which would require an encyclopedic
dictionary” [AUM 83, p. 143]. Our hypothesis remains in the comparison of
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all the memory indicators identified with the category of codes particular to
cinema created by Christian Metz. Movement or addressing the camera
makes up as many semiotic indicators specific to the cinematographic
image; in fact, an interpretive process applied to the specific document that
is the family film cannot disregard those salient elements forming the
essence of private cinema. Strengthened by their common origin, they
integrate themselves at the heart of a category of specific indicators that
coexists with the contextual indicators.
If the two categories of memory indicators do not constitute an
exhaustive list of the indicators that can be extracted from an interpretive
process applied to the archive, all the perceptive saliences form a whole,
which we have attempted to deconstruct here, which Roger Odin qualifies as
“memorial diegesis” [ODI 79, p. 373]. Defined as “what belongs, ‘in the
intelligibility’, to the story told, to the world assumed or proposed by the
fiction of the film” [SOU 52], the diegesis – central notion of fictional
cinema – is tinted with a different color in the framework of private cinema:
the world of the family film takes the shape of a world of memories, while
the film becomes a memory object, witness to a “that was” [BAR 80]
mediated by the projector. The cinematographic memory indicators also
designate the film’s belonging to the cinematographic genre of private
cinema and integrate themselves in the associated communication space
[ODI 11] – the family setting: “At the end of this research, the family film
appears as a cinematographic genre in its own right, a genre strongly
characterized by a remarkable harmony of its form with its function: without
the figures of break and aggression that stimulate the fantastical activity of
the Recipients and that contribute (with the organization of the entire
projection device) to positioning them as ‘participants’ in the collective
process of recreating the memorial diegesis, the family fiction could not
blossom; without the diegetic scarcity of the images projected, without the
weaknesses of their structure, this family fiction could not be accepted as a
‘good object’ by the family group” [ODI 79, p. 373]. If the contextual
memory indicators can constitute a diegesis in the scope of fictional cinema
in and of themselves, the specificity of private cinema implies the presence
of additional indicators. In this way, they complete the diegesis, which is
qualified as “memorial” at the heart of this communication space.
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The different memory indicators identified constitute a solid foundation
that should be transcribed to an archive editorialization approach.
3.5. Popularizing the data web in the editorialization approach
Semiotic study allows us to grasp various memory indicators associated
with the archive. Our hypothesis is to editorialize the archive in
order to preserve its intelligibility. In its limited sense, the principle of
editorialization implies the association of new resources with a document,
the whole thus constituting a new publication. Our editorialization approach
consists in the annotation of the archive in the specific framework of the
architext. Extracts of the archive, the results of the interpretive process, are
as many pertinent annotation elements. From there, it is a matter of
transcribing the identified memory indicators into annotations, but also the
constructed categories into a typology of annotations.
The contextual indicators, forming the first category of indicators, are
intuitively transcribed into a typology of annotations: the following typology
is obtained from the indicators extracted from the interpretive process
associated with the film Fête de Jeanne d’Arc, 4ème centenaire du collège
d’Ancenis: “person”, “place”, “object”, “date” and “activity”, this last kind
of tag allowing the documentation of the studied passage’s subject: a first
communion ceremony. The generic nature of the obtained annotation
categories allows the editorialization to go further by drawing on the linked,
open data. In fact, there is contextual information on the Web that can clarify
the annotation made by associating it with an explanatory note: for example,
by searching for information on the town of Ancenis, a contextual note
including a certain number of properties is displayed to us (Figure 3.4). The
convergence of contextual notes coming from the Web with the contextual
annotation created by the user is thus foreseen. The constraint coming from
this place rests in the technical possibility of using and repatriating the note
in the digital environment (the architext) where the annotation is made. This
issue of resource interoperability is grasped by the use of the linked, open
resources on the Web (Linked Open Data).
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The name Linked Open Data illustrates the convergence – at the data
level – of a structure (linked data) and a status (open data). This specific
context created an interoperability that was simultaneously technical
(supported by the RDF format), juridical (absence of copyright), but also
economical (freedom of access). The Linked Open Data initiative was
launched in 2006 by Tim Berners-Lee, who published four principles
[BER 06] focused on the notion of a Uniform Resource Identifier. The
Linking Open Data project emerged in 2007; first, it gathered universities,
then different institutions like the BBC or the Library of Congress [HEA 09].
From this moment on, these actors published linked and open data on the
Web, thereby promoting the emergence of an interoperable encyclopedic
ecosystem that is popularized by the editorialization approach. In 2014, more
than 570 data silos were identified by the Linked Open Data Cloud project;
in total, more than 900,000 documents describing more than eight million
resources were released. Generalist silos (e.g. Wikidata, DBpedia) coexist
with specific silos.
Strengthened by an audit of the available notes on the different data silos,
the typology of contextual indicators finds an equivalent in categories of
linked, open resources on the Web.
The part of the editorialization process showcased here corresponds to the
possibility in the framework of the architext of realizing a semantic annotation
on the archive. For example, “Ancenis” is a semantic entity in the location
category, with different associated properties. By annotating “Ancenis” in the
archive through the device, the linked, open resource from the data web is
associated here with the archive, then repatriated to the architext.
Nevertheless, if the contextual indicators are mostly covered – given their
generic nature – by the resources available on the data web, the
cinematographic indicators, more specific, do not seem to be able to be
exploited and enriched in the same way. Furthermore, if the contextual
indicators correspond to elements of diegesis understanding on the level of
time, location and action units, the cinematographic indicators respond better
to a “plastic” relationship to the document. They embody a section of the
understanding process that is less focused on the history than on the emotion,
constituting another aspect of the memorial diegesis. Another section of the
editorialization approach thus remains to be built in the device while its
discussion will take place at a later stage due to the prospective character of
this part of the research.
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3.6. Archive editorialization in the Famille™ architext
The device, co-designed in the framework of a CIFRE convention with
Perfect Memory, an editing software in knowledge engineering, shows up as
a web editorialization application called “Famille”, incorporating several
views: connection window to the portal, gallery window for the documents
uploaded, document consultation window, to which intermediate views are
added like a profile administration window, an interaction view between
resources in the form of a graph of entities, and an advanced
interdisciplinary research view in the document gallery. In the scope of the
presentation of the editorialization chain for the document Fête de Jeanne
d’Arc, 4ème centenaire du collège d’Ancenis, several views are explained in
detail here to decipher the semiotic polyphony present in this ecosystem of
“écrits d’écrans”. As a reminder, the écrit d’écran, as a “specific form that
the writing takes on a digital support equipped with programs and provided
with physical means of acting on it (peripheral devices)” [JEA 14, p. 11],
joins a general framework theory: “the display of an écrit d’écran actually
requires embedding a series of at least four successive frames”: the material
frame, the system frame, the software frame and the document frame
[SOU 02, p. 102].
The first scenario to describe in the editorialization chain of the document
Fête de Jeanne d’Arc, 4ème centenaire du collège d’Ancenis is the result of
importing the document into the architext. The document follows a
transcoding process with proxy creation; it is analyzed by a speech-to-text
module while another module extracts the semantic entities of the
document’s associated metadata (the “Description” section). Finally, the
archive, henceforth an enriched resource, is published on the consultation
module (trivially named “player”), which can be seen in Figure 3.5. In this
figure, we observe a stage of the archive consultation view where the user
has scrolled down the drop-down list of properties associated with the
archive to consult the semantic entities associated with it, shown here in the
red box. Using the document’s associated metadata – given in the
“Description” section located further up on the drop-down list – the module
automatically produced four annotations, three of which are categorized as
“location”, so many towns recognized in the metadata whose associated
notices have been repatriated into the architext.
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Figure 3.5. Stage of sem
mantically enricching the Fam
mille architext
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other caases, these are
a recordedd in a rubric beneath thee rubric of semantic
s
entities associated with
w
the arcchive, whichh would havve been increased in
value itsself.
The second phottograph of thhe editorialization process is embodieed by the
result of a cycle of manual annootations. Figgure 3.6 is a photo of thee archive
consultaation view affter a manuaal annotationn phase. Twoo elements off interest
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box corrresponding to
t an annotattion’s detail.
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of the document
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and perttains to the appropriation
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n of the docuument by its user while being
b
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inscriptiion space. Innspired by thhe timelines of digital editors,
e
the idea of a
timelinee as an annottation space initially joinns the softwaare of the sam
me name
developped in 2007 by the Institutte for Researcch and Innovvation [IRI 099].

Figure 3.6
6. Manual ann
notation stage
e on the Famillle architext

The timeline respponds here to the hypothhesis of a chaance for a doocument,
its annootations and contextual information
i
favoring thee understandding of a
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document by the user to coexist in the same view of a document: all of this
making a context emerge that is favorable to the construction of a
document’s intelligibility. This coexistence is an important editorial choice,
as it pertains to the user’s interpretation process: if the information allowing
the film in question to be understood is found a few clicks further into the
tool, doesn’t the user risk missing the information? The timeline present here
welcomes into its midst different annotations, realized manually during
archive consultation. We also observe annotations in the “person” category,
designating the members of the Dupont family presented in the passages
studied. Furthermore, we observe different generalist annotations gathering
the perceptive saliences appearing onscreen: objects like a bicycle or a car,
but also different indications in the “location” category like a garden or a
river. Identified using metadata, the river could be further qualified: it is the
Sèvre Nantaise.
The second point of interest – the box detailing an annotation – is the indepth study of this editorial choice to make several systems of écrits d’écran
coexist. In the example, at the moment in the film where the Sèvre Nantaise,
river in the Loire-Atlantique department of France, is seen, an annotation has
been added allowing the data web resource “Sèvre Nantaise” to be
associated with the archive. The semantic entity “location” “Sèvre Nantaise”
is thus placed on the timeline at 2′57″. The selection of the annotation on the
timeline opens a box allowing the user not only to consult the contextual
information on the location, but also to edit the annotation (e.g. move or
delete it) or leave the annotation to find other semantic entities by browsing
the graph of entities. This coexistence of écrits d’écran whose temporality
and authority differ deserves to be questioned.
The third photo of the editorialization process consists in the presentation
of the resource consultation interface via graph of entities (Figure 3.7). The
editorial party taken in the conception of this representation of information is
the chance offered to the user to enter the archive no longer through film
consultation, but rather through enriched film metadata in the subject of
semantic entities tied to the archive. In the archive consultation interface, the
timeline welcomes the annotations covering the relationships “mentions
(audio)” and “displays” while the annotations covering the relationship
“subject dealt with” (among other relationships) are present in the dropdown column to the right of the video. In the interface of navigating via
graph, the different semantic entities connected by a relationship with the
archive are presented while the user can filter them by categories, but also
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click on
n one of the resources displayed.
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Thhe graph is thus
t
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detailedd view? Conntextual information? Thhe learning process
p
of browsing
b
via grap
ph is quick, while
w
the useer’s question progressivelly becomes: if I click
on this icon,
i
what shhape is the neew graph going to take on?
o

Figure 3.7. Navigation window
w
of the F
Famille archite
ext via graph

The fourth phottograph of the
t editoriallization proccess consists in the
presentaation of thee advanced research innterface (Figgure 3.8). Once
O
the
annotatiion process has
h been realized, in the case of studdying the impportation
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of an enntire collecttion, the chaance to find an extract displaying
d
a specific
elementt is champiooned. The reesearch interface therefo
fore includess several
filters: the chancee to classiffy by archhive type (audio,
(
videeo, text,
photogrraph), then the chance to search for a speccific entity and the
relationship that jooins it to thhe archive. In our casee, we lookeed for a
documeent displayingg the semanttic entity “loccation” nameed “Sèvre Naantaise”.
Only onne documentt responds to
t the criteriia, which is the archive Fête de
Jeanne d’Arc, 4èmee centenaire du collège d’Ancenis. Finally,
F
the user can
also disrregard the seemantic searcch to obtain tthe results off a text searcch.

Figure 3.8. Advanced res
search interfacce on the Fam
mille architext

The fifth photoggraph of the editorializaation processs is interesteed in the
possibillity of creating a semanntic entity tthat does noot exist in the
t open
knowled
dge databasees (Figure 3.9).
3
In the context of the archive studied,
manual annotation consists
c
in the associatioon of the arcchive with resources
existing
g on the Webb. Yet in the precise
p
case of the entityy “First comm
munion”,
no resuult was preseent among the
t generalist Linked Open
O
Data; only
o
the
entity “communion”” was repressented. The ppossibility offered
o
to thee user to
create a subject is thus
t
implem
mented. In thiis way, at thhe moment when
w
the
little girrl in the com
mmunion robee appears, the user can asssociate the semantic
s
entity “F
First commuunion” with the
t archive. This entity can
c remain devoid
d
of
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informaation or be enriched
e
loccally (the ressource will not enrich the
t open
knowled
dge databasees) at the useer’s discretioon. This new
w annotation can thus
be the subject
s
of ann advanced search
s
whilee a graph cann be created from it,
rich witth later links tied to otherr resources.

Figure 3.9
9. Subject crea
ation interface
e on the Famillle architext

The thusly descrribed editoriialization chaain is made up of severral steps:
the impportation of the
t archive, its semanticc enrichmentt, manual annnotation
and, fin
nally, consulttation in diffferent forms:: detailed vieew or navigaation via
graphs of entities. The co-creaated architexxt allows thhis migrationn of the
digital archive
a
to thhe enriched resource. We
W observed the way in which it
allowedd the existeence of écrrits d’écran,, more the architext than
t
the
constraiints appends to the use below
b
the devvice: the mediation of thhe family
memory
y.
3.7. As
ssessment of the arch
hive’s reco
ontextualiza
ation
The data webb seems like an effi
ficient sourcce concernning the
recontex
xtualization function requiring
r
thhe restoratioon of the heritage
documeent’s intelligibility. The data’s openn, linked chaaracteristics promote
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their reuse in the scope of third-party devices like the one co-constructed in
this study. It is original in its identity given the coexistence of different
semiotic objects (audiovisual documents, annotations and contextual notes
from Linked Open Data) on the same graphic level.
If the problem – the loss of intelligibility associated with the archive – the
semiotic approach, the resources – the data web – and the device – and
architext dedicated to editorialization – seem coherent, several questions
remain salient. The evolution of the heritage document’s status through the
prism of editorialization poses a question. By annotating the archive, we redocumentize it, which is to say: “documentize a document or a collection
again by allowing a beneficiary to rearticulate the semiotic contents
according to its interpretation and uses” [ZAC 07]; yet during the stage of
importing the archive to the web application, we delete its materiality, which
is associated with it by the file’s name, its size, its properties and its
extension. All of this information disappears during import into the cloud
and thus its documentary status, only the name of which survives,
transcribed in writing.
Similarly, does the archive, rich in associated annotations, preserve its
documentary integrity? If it is possible to consult the archive associated with
its contextual resources via architext, it is only itself with the architext, for
by rematerializing the archive with the help of a potential upload or by
burning the document onto a CD-ROM, the archive finds itself cut off from
the resources that were associated with it. Yet if “editorialization is the
logical conclusion of the content digitization process […] it has a tendency
to break the link existing between the resource and its document of origin,
introducing a break between the new production and the documents on
which it is founded” [BAC 07b, p. 21].
If the architext allows the patrimonial enhancement of the archive, it also
monitors the methods of its existence. By going further, by taking back up
the premise that all technology is the result of a calculation [BAC 10b], the
digital heritage document is actually reconstructed by the architext each time
it is consulted. In fact, the heritage status associated with the archive can
only be preserved if the document’s integrity is preserved: the stakes of
patrimonial enhancement become more complex as ex nihilo resources are
associated with digital documents. The system of historicity of écrits d’écran
coexisting in the archive also questions the understanding of the archive’s
heritage status. In Figure 3.6, we observed that three types of écrits d’écran
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coexist with the mother resource: the metadata automatically produced by
the enrichment modules, the manual annotations and the contextual notes.
Considering the context of architext use – the framework of cultural and
patrimonial mediation – two questions arise from this semiotic polyphony:
the historicity and the authority of écrits d’écran. If the designation and
moderation of automatically produced annotations are implemented, the user
remains confronted with an architext combining écrits d’écran from different
temporalities and multiple authors, this analysis being able to harm the
user’s experiment. Fortunately, Annette Beguin-Verbrugge’s conclusions
concerning the printed page [BEG 06] lead us to put this analysis into
perspective: in the presence of disparate elements in a single setting, the
user-reader intuitively seeks to create meaning among these elements.
In the same way that everyone is questioning the archive armed with its
own “encyclopedia”, to cite Eco, each user of the device develops a unique
experience with it, by redirecting it: thus poaching [DEC 90] the behaviors
and uses previously defined by the creators. In fact, what behavior should be
displayed: accepting the future controlling dimension of the device or
neutralizing it by implementing neutral functionalities? Can the architext,
thusly created, resist its experimentation? The semiotic prism does not allow
this dimension to be fully disregarded: a study of the uses can fill this gap
and fuel new ergonomic and editorial recommendations aiming to enrich the
architext.
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